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Abstract (150 words) 

Nano-objects topology determination is a central question in nano-science and remains a 

challenge to achieve in absence of supporting substrate and atomic resolution techniques. 

In this work, we demonstrate how second harmonic scattering is sensitive to the balance 

between the nano-objects shape symmetry and size, thereby allowing for a second 

harmonic scattering defined topological definition. Although many data on nano-objects 

have been reported with this method so far, in most cases dispersed in liquid suspensions, 

no topological retrieval has been proposed. To reach this task, we have measured the 

second harmonic scattered light from a series of representative nano-objects along two 

collection directions for well-defined polarization states. The experimental results are 

then recast within a general framework involving nonlinear emitting sources and the size 

as critical elements. This analysis leads to the classification of the nano-objects according 

to the topology defined by their second harmonic scattering response. 

 

Current Size (2726 words)  

Nano-objects topology determination is a central question in nano-science and remains a 

challenge to achieve in absence of supporting substrate and an atomic resolution techniques 

like electron microscopy [1, 2]. With the fast development of the design and engineering of 

nano-objects aiming for many different applications, from functional materials to sensors, 

nanoprobes for microscopy or nanocapsules for drug delivery, the fine physical details of these 

nano-objects must be determined precisely [3]. Among these structure parameters, one may 

identify the material nature, the size, the shape or the morphology. In the latter case, plain solid 

or core-shell nanostructures for example can yield very different properties with great variety, 

notably in nano-optics. The shape of the nano-objects is likewise also a critical parameter. 



Different shapes have been reported with markedly different properties : spheres, triangles, 

cubes, ellipsoids for the most well-defined ones as well as urchins or rice-like shaped nano-

objects [4]. In terms of their plasmonic resonances for example, their optical properties are 

notably different [5-7]. Sometimes, their physical parameters can be identified in a simple 

manner. However, fine changes in shape may provide further insights into their behavior or 

address applications with more subtlety albeit with the added difficulty of identifying these 

changes. As an example, one may identify for plasmonic nanoparticles the role of sharp features 

like tips in enhancing the electromagnetic fields due to confinement and their exact spatial 

location on the nanoparticles [8].   

 

Hence, defining the topology of nano-objects with great care is in demand with very few 

techniques to achieve this goal [9-11]. One efficient method for plasmonic nanoparticles is 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) although it involves the use of a substrate and large 

statistics to provide a characterization of a complete nano-object ensemble sample. It however 

cannot address easily the case of organic nano-objects like micelles. X-ray diffraction is another 

method but it is not so immediate to use due to its heaviness in particular. In this context, we 

show that second harmonic scattering (SHS) is a unique tool to investigate the organization and 

the symmetry properties of nanostructures dispersed in liquid solutions. It hence alleviates the 

requirements of for substrates and statistical analysis as this method can be performed on large 

ensembles as well as single nano-objects [12]. Second harmonic generation (SHG) is the 

process whereby two photons at a fundamental frequency are converted into a single one at the 

harmonic frequency. It is not allowed in centrosymmetric media where the coherent 

contribution from the nonlinear sources vanishes, leaving the remaining incoherent 

contribution. The latter nevertheless contains the symmetry of the individual emitters. As a 

result, resolved in polarization, SHS allows the recovery of the symmetry of the nano-objects, 

considered point-like with respect to the wavelength. This is the standard case of molecular 

SHS also known as hyper Rayleigh scattering (HRS) [13]. For larger nano-objects, but also 

correlated assemblies of nonlinear sources, the point-like approximation breaks down and 

retardation must be considered as well [14]. Consequently, a careful polarization resolved 

analysis of the SHS light translates directly into the nano-objects shape symmetry or the 

nonlinear sources assembly spatial organization. 

 



In this work, we experimentally demonstrate how this new approach, combined with a general 

theoretical framework beyond the local response approximation, enables the retrieval of the 

nano-object topology, be it a nanoparticle or a molecular assembly dispersed in a liquid solution 

using a two-angle scattering direction SHS measurement. The local response from a defined 

position is here defined as that stemming from a point-like nonlinear emitting source located at 

that position. In this respect, the nonlocal response is the overall response from the distribution 

of these nonlinear emitting sources located at different positions. We indeed show that the 

standard right-angle detection access the non-local modes of emission whereas the more 

unusual forward direction is only sensitive to the local mode emission [15]. The observation of 

the nonlocal mode of SHS emission depends in fact on the detection geometry.  

 

The general expression of the SHS intensity ��� is the sum of local and nonlocal responses and 

takes the following form [16]: 
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where � is the first hyperpolarizability tensor of an elementary nonlinear emitting source that 

writes in the laboratory frame as a function of the first hyperpolarizability of the nonlinear 

emitting source in its own reference frame times the matrix elements of the frame change, 

namely : 
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where T is the Euler matrix and Ω corresponds to the orientation angles. In Eq.(1), Δ��⃗ = 2��⃗ � −

��⃗ ��  is the wave vector mismatch between twice the fundamental wave vector  ��⃗ �  and the 



harmonic one ��⃗ ��. Hence, Δ��⃗  vanishes in the forward direction in absence of dispersion. Also, 

�⃗ is the location of the elementary nonlinear emitting sources reported in the nano-object frame. 

Also, �⃗ the distance between the elementary nonlinear emitting sources reported in the nano-

object frame. When the polarization of the laser is linear and rotated with an angle �, see Figure 

1, the SHS intensity in the right-angle (θ = π 2⁄ ) or forward (θ = π) directions, respectively 

�� �⁄
���(�) and ��

���(�), takes the following form [17]: 
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where ��
θ , ��

θ  and ��
θ  with θ = π 2⁄ , π  are the magnitudes of the constant, harmonic 2α and 

harmonic 4α intensity contributions. These coefficients obey specific relationships depending 

on the nature of the local or nonlocal emission. For a pure local response, the intensity 

contribution ��
� vanishes altogether. Besides, the specific rules ��

π 2⁄
= ��

� and ��
π 2⁄

= ��
� must be 

obeyed by the ��
θ intensity contributions since the local emission is isotropic in the scattering 

plane [18]. Therefore, the ratio ��
π 2⁄

��
π 2⁄

�  enables the recovery of the nonlinear emitter 

symmetry. The latter can be understood in terms of the irreducible representation of the first 

hyperpolarizability tensor into the dipolar and octupolar tensors, see Figure 2b [19]. On the 

contrary, when the nano-object spatial extension is taken into account, the non-local response 

must be considered as well through the field retardation, i.e. the account of the spatial phase 

between the correlated nonlinear emitting sources. In this case, ��
� �⁄

 differs from zero. The 

combined measurement of the SHS intensity collected in the two right angle and forward 

directions of observation yields a weight of the non-local response with respect to the local one, 

hence enriching the information retrieved on the scattering object [20]. Importantly, the non-

local contribution depends on the relative spatial phase between the nonlinear emitting sources, 

thus providing knowledge on their spatial organization and consequently the nano-object 

topology. 

 

In order to go deeper into this relationship between the nano-object topology and its SHS 

response, we survey the different cases associated to the spatial distribution of nonlinear 

emitting sources using the standard Thomson distribution [21]. The Thomson distribution 

consists in a way to arrange the nonlinear emitting sources in various distributions varying by 



their symmetry. Other distributions may obviously be devised. This distribution describes the 

way to distribute a fixed number of these sources at the surface of a sphere of radius r, see 

Figure 2a, according to the minimization of the coulombic energy associated with identical 

virtual electric charges held by these sources. This problem is not the unique way of achieving 

this distribution of sources at the surface of a sphere. Thomson distribution has been explored 

in the past and is well-known for a limited number of points whereas it still remains a major 

challenge for an large number of points [22]. For practical purposes, the exhaustive study of 

the problem of the Thomson distribution has been limited to the case n = 12 where n stands for 

the number of sources in the distribution. The different n Thomson distributions correspond to 

the well-known polyhedral distributions as well as Platon’s solid ones, see Figure 2a. Once a 

distribution is selected, we attribute to the different nonlinear emitting sources of the 

distribution a single ���� first hyperpolarizability tensor element where the local source frame 

is oriented from the center to the outside of the sphere. The source is located at a distance r 

from the center of the sphere, on the sphere surface. Hence, we focus here on nano-objects for 

which the expected SHS response is assumed to stem from the surface and not the volume.  

 

Figure 2b shows the different values of the normalized SHS intensities ��
θ = ��

θ ��
θ⁄  and ��

θ =

��
θ ��

θ⁄  as functions of the number n of elementary sources distributed at the surface of a sphere. 

The sphere radius is fixed to 50 nm, large enough to allow for retardation to set in properly. We 

clearly note that from � = 1 to � = 12, the distributions possess different SHS signatures 

although the corresponding associated nano-objects are considered dispersed in a liquid 

suspension with random orientations. The single nonlinear emitter source nano-object n = 1 is, 

with the above definition, point-like and, according to Eq.(3), scatters SHS light equally at right 

angle and in the forward direction. This is the archetypal case of a molecule with a single 

dominant ���� first hyperpolarizability tensor element. The SHS intensity contribution ��
θ in 

both scattering direction signs the uniaxial symmetry of the nano-object, with a specific value 

of ��
θ = 1 5⁄  [19]. For the two nonlinear emitting sources nano-object, effectively the � = 2 

case, the two nonlinear emitting sources associated with the nano-object are head to tail and the 

corresponding local response is forbidden since the object is centrosymmetric. The unique hope 

to investigate this nano-object is to take advantage of a non-local SHS emission at right angle, 

provided that its characteristic size, i.e. the associated sphere radius � of the corresponding 

Thomson distribution is not too small with respect to the wavelength. In this case, the SHS 

emission is quadrupolar only and leads to specific values for ��
π 2⁄

= 0.22 and ��
π 2⁄

= −0.1. For 



the  � = 3  case, the local and non-local responses are allowed because the nano-object 

symmetry is non centrosymmetric and the characteristic size of the nano-object weighs both 

contributions with respect to each other. If the nano-object is assumed to be point-like, the � =

3 distribution signature is given by ��
θ with a specific value ��

θ = 2 3⁄  and is archetypal of the 

three-fold ��� symmetry obtained for octupolar molecules for instance [23]. For non point-like 

threefold distribution nano-objects, the information is also provided by the ��
π 2⁄

 SHS intensity 

contribution. For the higher n Thomson distributions, a general trend appears where the ��
π 2⁄

 

and ��
π 2⁄

SHS intensity contributions decrease down to 0 and -1 respectively. The asymptote is 

reached for the first time with the  � = 12 distribution. Beyond n = 12, small deviations may 

occur especially for odd values of n. The Thomson distribution problem nevertheless exhibits 

some interesting but counter-intuitive behaviors. For instance, the � = 7 case distribution is not 

centrosymmetric but still possesses a vanishing dipolar response due to the combination of the 

specific equatorial distribution of five elementary sources combined with the two head-to-tail 

polar ones. For the equatorial distribution, it is known that the ��� symmetry group is not 

allowed for SHG and the SHS response of such a nano-objet can only be non-local. Collecting 

an SHS intensity in the forward direction is the signature of a non centrosymmetric nano-object. 

To the contrary, for all centrosymmetric nano-objects, no emission is possible in the forward 

direction and the right-angle ��
π 2⁄

intensity provides a suitable observable to discriminate the 

different nonlinear emitting sources distributions, hence the nano-objects SHS defined topology 

classes. In this case, the right angle and forward SHS intensities must be compared to determine 

the characteristic size of the nano-object. To underline this point, we can observe the � = 8 

nonlinear emitting sources distribution, namely the cube and the antiprism, only the latter 

satisfying to the Thomson distribution law. The two distributions are very similar, yet their 

quadrupolar ��
π 2⁄

 SHS intensity contribution are rather different, allowing for the discrimination 

of the two corresponding nano-object SHS defined topology classes.  

 

To illustrate experimentally this theoretical investigation, we determine the topology of nano-

objects holding different nature, size or symmetry. Point-like nano-objects are illustrated by 

molecular compounds. With a vanishing size with respect to the optical wavelengths, the 

molecules point-like character is observed through the equal SHS intensities detected in the 

right angle and forward directions, see Figure 3. Besides, the ��
π 2⁄

=��
�  SHS contributions 

observed at right angle enable to access the molecular symmetry. For instance, the one-



dimensional rod-like molecular compound 4-(4-dihexadecylaminostyryl)-N-methylpyridinium 

iodide (DiA) (� = 1) is a molecule with a single dominant ���� first hyperpolarizability tensor 

element [24]. It therefore exhibits a ��
� ≈ 0.64 SHS intensity contributions whereas Crystal 

Violet, a D3h molecular compound (� = 3) corresponding to an equatorial nonlinear emitting 

sources distribution where the three nonlinear sources are distributed with a 2� 3⁄  angle with 

respect to each other, exhibits a ��
� ≈ 0.2 SHS intensity contribution as expected [25]. As the 

illustration of non-point-like nano-objects, we investigate silver nanocubes. It has been 

demonstrated that for these plasmonic nanoparticles, the nonlinearity stems from the eight 

nanocube corners where electromagnetic fields are enhanced due to confinement [26]. A large 

��
π 2⁄

 SHS intensity contribution is measured, confirming the dominant non-local response of 

these non-point-like nanocubes, nano-objects with characteristic size of several tens of 

nanometers. However, a non-vanishing SHS intensity is detected in the forward direction 

highlighting the nanocube non-perfect centrosymmetry close to a local octupolar response. This 

is in contrast to the TEM images exhibiting near-perfect nanocubes. Hence, the SHS 

experiments clearly emphasize how the near-perfect geometrical shape of nano-objects may not 

transfer into near-perfect nonlinear optical response. Defects like atomic-level surface defects 

or organic molecular compound adsorption may indeed break the perfect shape 

centrosymmetry. A quantitative deviation parameter can nevertheless be estimated [25]. 

Finally, the sphere, normally described with the � = ∞  distribution, is already properly 

described with the n = 12 distribution as it reaches the ��
π 2⁄

= −1 asymptote. Illustration of this 

case is done with molecular aggregates that have also been investigated. Their nonlinearity 

stems from efficient nonlinear optical chromophore molecules like DiA constituting the 

micelles [24]. The right angle SHS scattering from mixed DiA and sodium dodecyl sulfate 

(SDS) micelles results demonstrate also the versatility of the technique towards objects of 

differing nature. 

 

Nanospheres plasmonic nanoparticles constitute a practical example of the determination of a 

topological class of nano-objects with SHS. Despite their centrosymmetry like nanocubes, they 

show significant differences with respect to the nanocubes, see Figure 4b. The SHS scattering 

in the forward direction completes the SHS scattering at right angle. The forward ��
�  SHS 

intensity contribution essentially provides the local response whereas the right angle ��
π 2⁄

SHS 

contribution provides the sum of the local and non-local responses. As a result, the difference 



between these two contributions yields the non-local response of the spherical nano-objects 

only. The combined two collection directions analysis leads us to the conclusion that these 

nano-objects are essentially spherical with a dipolar deviation as can be shown by the forward 

��
� value. The imbalance between the nonlinear emitting sources making up the distribution 

describing the nanospheres is shown through a strong local dipolar character of the SHS 

response in the forward direction as opposed to the nanocubes where this imbalance possesses 

a stronger local octupolar character. Figure 4 provides the topology retrieved from the 

polarization resolved SHS experiment. A number n = 32 Thomson distribution, large enough 

to represent a sphere, has been used to reconstruct the nanoparticles average shape. TEM 

microscopy image of the nanoparticles are also provided for comparison. These electronic 

microscopy images confirm the imperfect spherical shape of these nanospheres.  

 

In conclusion, we have derived a general framework based on the Thomson distribution of 

nonlinear emitting sources to describe nano-object topology and have illustrated experimentally 

with a selection of some nano-objects. The two collection directions SHS measurement enables 

the retrieval of the dominant symmetry and quantitatively determines the non-local character 

driving the nonlinear SHS response dispersed of nano-objects dispersed in liquid suspensions 

with a random orientational distribution. Our approach addresses key challenges for nano-

object characterization where other standard techniques either imply only few objects imaging 

or experimental heaviness. This information may be combined with dynamics light scattering 

experiments where a time-domain analysis of the intensity fluctuations provides a size analysis 

of nano-objects distribution and potentially as well in the nonlinear regime fluctuations in the 

SHS defined topological classification. 

  

Method 

The experimental setup comprises a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser tuned to 800 nm and 

delivering pulses of about 180 fs at a repetition rate of 80 MHz. Since no resonance 

enhancement is involved here, the latter fundamental wavelength is not critical. The mean 

power was always kept below 200 mW at the sample to avoid any sample heating or 

deterioration. This fundamental laser beam was gently focused with an 16X objective (NA 0.32) 

into a quartz cell with 10 mm long optical path (Q107 cell, Hellma). The laser beam was 

incident on the cell either from the side or the front entrance to provide the right angle and the 



forward geometry without changing the collection direction. The SHS intensity was collected 

with a lens with 25 mm focal length and sent to a monochromator coupled to a cooled 

photomultiplier tube working in a gated photon counting regime (R943-02, Hamamatsu). The 

collection angle was defined with a 20° angle resolution owing to the collection lens aperture 

and focal length in order to get the best compromise between signal-to-noise ration and 

collection angle definition. 

Color filters were inserted to remove any unwanted harmonic light before the cell and 

fundamental light after the cell. The linear polarization of the fundamental beam was controlled 

with a half-wave plate, thus defining the angle α from the laboratory vertical direction X. The 

vertical polarization state of the SHS intensity was selected using a half-wave plate and a Glan 

polarizer. 

 

DiA and CV molecular compounds as well as the 100 nm diameter gold nanospheres 

where purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received whereas the 100 nm edge length 

silver nanocubes where synthetized according to the synthesis reported previously [25]. The 

micelles where made by co-formation from DiA at 10 µM and 3 mM SDS in in a 5:1 volume 

methanol-water mixture [22].  
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Figure 1 : Experimental Setup. A femtosecond laser at 800nm filtered by a red filter (RF) is 

gently focussed in a quartz cuvette using a microscope objective (L1). A half-wave plate allows 

to rotate the linear polarization of the laser beam. The harmonic photons are collected through 

a lens (L2) and filtered with a blue filter (BF) beofre being sent to a monochromator and 

detected with a PMT. The harmonic intensities in the right angle and forward directions are 

recorded as functions of the angle α. The right angle scattering direction supports the local and 

nonlocal responses whereas the forward scattering is only sensitive to the local response. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 2 : Thomson distributions and two-direction SHS response. (a) Thomson 

distribution of n nonlinear emitting sources arranged on a sphere, for n = 2 up to n = 12. The 

black point indicates the centrosymmetrical distributions. (b) ��
π 2⁄

 calculated for the Thomson 

distributions with  r = 50 nm. The insert shows the local dipolar (n = 1) and octupolar (n = 3) 

symmetry as function of ��
π. The case n = 1 shows a perfect local dipolar response whereas the 

n = 3, 4, 5, 9, 11  distributions exhibit the local octupolar response. All other distributions do 

not appear in this insert because of their centrosymmetry. They do not emit in the forward 

direction. (c) ��
π 2⁄

intensity contribution calculated for the Thomson distributions with  r = 50 

nm. Color squares are experimental measurements as detailed in Figure 3. Green square : DiA 

molecule (n = 1), Purple square : Crystal Violet molecule (n = 3), Black square: silver 

nanocubes (n = 8) and Yellow square : gold spherical nanoparticles (n = ∞). 

 

 



 

Figure 3: Two direction SHS measurements for a selection of nano-objects. n = 1: One-

dimensional push-pull DiA molecule dispersed in methanol, n = 3 : D3h symmetry Crystal 

Violet molecule dispersed in ethanol, n = 8: 100 nm edge length silver nanocubes, n = ∞: Gold 

spherical nanoparticles and mixed 10 µM DiA - 3 mM SDS micelles. 

 

 

  



 

 

Figure 4: SHS defined topology for a 100 nm diameter gold nanoparticle. a) Transmission 

electron micrograph, scale bar is 200 nm, b) Two direction SHS measurements for a 100 nm 

gold nanoparticle, red: right angle scattering direction, blue: forward scattering direction, dotted 

lines are fit to the experimental data points (��
� = 0,67 ± 0,01 , ��

� �⁄
= 0,24 ± 0,01, ��

� �⁄
=

−0,54 ± 0,01 ). c) SHS defined topology retrieved from the fit parameters. 

 


